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1. INTRODUCTION
It is well-known that the equilibrium problem .EP/ is an unified model of several
problems including variational inequality problems, optimization problems, prob-
lems of Nash equilibria, saddle point problems, fixed point problems and comple-
mentarity problems, etc, see, for example, [1, 10, 12, 19] and the references therein.
Because of the wide applications to optimization, economics, finance, physics, image
reconstruction, network, ecology, transportation and engineering sciences, EP have
been extended and generalized in different directions, see, for example, [1, 2, 4, 6,
11, 23] and the references therein. An important and useful generalization of EP is
the generalized multivalued equilibrium problem [23] involving a nonlinear bifunc-
tion. It has been shown that a wide class of unrelated odd order and nonsymmetric
free, moving, obstacle and equilibrium problems can be studied via the multivalued
equilibrium problems.
It is worth to mention that most of the results regarding the existence and iterative
approximation of solutions to variational inequality problems and equilibrium prob-
lems have been investigated and considered so far to the case where the underlying
set is a convex set. This is because all the techniques are based on the properties of
the projection operator over convex sets, which may not hold in general, when the
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sets are nonconvex. In recent years, the concept of convex set has been generalized
in many directions, which has potential and important applications in various fields.
It is well known that the uniformly prox-regular sets are nonconvex and include the
convex sets as special cases, for more details, see, for example, [8, 9, 17, 18, 25].
In the recent past, several authors considered and studied different classes of vari-
ational inequalities and equilibrium problems in the setting of uniformly prox-regular
sets, see, for example, [3, 5, 7, 14, 21, 24] and the references therein.
Recently, Noor [23] considered and studied a class of equilibrium problems known
as the multivalued regularized equilibrium problems in the context of uniformly prox-
regular sets. He used the auxiliary principle technique [20] to suggest some iterative
methods for solving the multivalued regularized equilibrium problems. He also stud-
ied the convergence analysis of the proposed methods under some certain conditions.
The main objective of this paper is to investigate and analyze the algorithms and
results presented in [23]. Some fatal errors in the algorithms and main results of [23]
are detected. Meanwile, the correct version of the algorithms and convergence results
corresponding to the algorithms and results given in [23] is presented.
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
Throughout the paper, unless otherwise specified, we use the following notations,
terminology and assumptions. LetH be a real Hilbert space whose inner product and
norm are denoted by h:; :i and k:k, respectively. Let K be a nonempty closed subset
ofH . We denote by dK.:/ or d.:;K/ the usual distance function from a point to a set
K, that is, dK.u/D inf
v2K ku vk.
Definition 1. Let u 2 H be a point not lying in K. A point v 2 K is called a
closest point or a projection of u onto K if dK.u/ D ku  vk. The set of all such
closest points is denoted by PK.u/, that is,
PK.u/ WD fv 2K W dK.u/D ku vkg :
Definition 2. The proximal normal cone of K at a point u 2K is given by
NPK .u/ WD f 2H W 9˛ > 0 such that u 2 PK.uC˛/g:
The following lemma gives a characterization of the proximal normal cone.
Lemma 1 ([17, Proposition 1.1.5]). Let K be a nonempty closed subset of H .
Then  2 NPK .u/ if and only if there exists a constant ˛ D ˛.;u/ > 0 such that
h;v ui  ˛kv uk2 for all v 2K.
Definition 3 ([16]). Let f W H ! R be locally Lipschitz near a point x. The
Clarke’s directional derivative of f at x in the direction v, denoted by f ı.xIv/, is
defined by
f ı.xIv/D limsup
y!x
t#0
f .yC tv/ f .y/
t
;
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where y is a vector inH and t is a positive scalar.
The tangent cone to K at a point x 2K, denoted by TK.x/, is defined by
TK.x/ WD
˚
v 2H W dıK.xIv/D 0
	
:
The normal cone to K at x 2K, denoted by NK.x/, is defined by
NK.x/ WD f 2H W h;vi  0 for all v 2 TK.x/g :
The Clarke normal cone, denoted by NCK .x/, is defined by
NCK .x/D coŒNPK .x/;
where coŒS denotes the closure of the convex hull of S .
Clearly,NPK .x/NCK .x/. Note thatNCK .x/ is a closed and convex cone, whereas
NPK .x/ is convex, but may not be closed. For further details on this topic, we refer to
[16, 17, 25] and the references therein.
In 1995, Clarke et al. [18] introduced a nonconvex set, called proximally smooth
set. Subsequently, it has been investigated by Poliquin et al. [25] but under the
name of uniformly prox-regular set. Such kind of sets are used in many nonconvex
applications in optimization, economic models, dynamical systems, differential in-
clusions, etc. For further details and applications, we refer to [13] and the references
therein. This class of nonconvex sets seems particularly well suited to overcome the
difficulties which arise due to the nonconvexity assumption.
Definition 4 ([18]). For a given r 2 .0;C1, a subset K of H is said to be nor-
malized uniformly prox-regular (or uniformly r-prox-regular) if for all Nx 2K and all
0¤  2NPK . Nx/, 

kk ;x  Nx

 1
2r
kx  Nxk2; for all x 2K:
The class of normalized uniformly prox-regular sets includes the class of convex
sets, p-convex sets [15], C 1;1 submanifolds (possibly with boundary) of H , the im-
ages under a C 1;1 diffeomorphism of convex sets and many other nonconvex sets
[18].
Lemma 2 ([18]). A closed set K  H is convex if and only if it is uniformly
r-prox-regular for every r > 0.
If r D C1, then in view of Definition 4 and Lemma 2, the uniform r-prox-
regularity of K is equivalent to the convexity of K.
The union of two disjoint intervals Œa;b and Œc;d  is uniformly r-prox-regular
with r D c b
2
[14, 17, 25]. The finite union of disjoint intervals is also uniformly
r-prox-regular and r depends on the distances between the intervals.
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3. REGULARIZED MULTIVALUED NONCONVEX EQUILIBRIUM PROBLEMS
Let C.H / denote the family of all the nonempty compact subsets of H . Suppose
that g W H ! H is a single-valued operator and T W H ! C.H / is a multivalued
operator. For a given bifunction F.:; :/ W H H ! R, Noor [23] considered the
problem of finding u 2H W g.u/ 2K and  2 T .u/ such that
F.;g.v//Ckg.v/ g.u/k2  0; 8v 2H W g.v/ 2K; (3.1)
where  D 1
2r
. He called it multivalued regularized equilibrium problem.
It should be pointed out that there is a small mistake in the context of problem
(2.1) in [23]. In fact, the bifunction F WH H !H in problem (2.1) in [23] should
be replaced by F WH H ! R.
Lemma 3 ([22]). Let X be a complete metric space, and T W X ! C.X/ be a
multivalued mapping. Then for any x;y 2 X , u 2 T .x/, there exists v 2 T .y/ such
that
d.u;v/M.T .x/;T .y//; (3.2)
where M.:; :/ is the Hausdorff metric on C.X/ defined by
M.A;B/Dmax
n
sup
x2A
inf
y2B kx yk; supy2B
inf
x2Akx yk
o
; 8A;B 2 C.X/:
Noor [23] considered the following auxiliary multivalued regularized equilibrium
problem: For u 2H with g.u/ 2 K and  2 T .u/, find w 2H with g.w/ 2 K and
 2 T .w/ such that, for all g.v/ 2K, the following relation holds
F.;g.v//Chg.w/ g.u/;g.v/ g.w/iCkg.v/ g.w/k2  0: (3.3)
He claimed that if wD u, then w is a solution of the multivalued regularized equilib-
rium problem (3.1). Based on this fact and by utilizing Lemma 3, he suggested the
following predictor-corrector algorithm for solving problem (3.3).
Algorithm 1 ([23, Algorithm 3.1]). For a given u0 2K, compute the approximate
solution unC1 by the iterative scheme
F.nC1;g.v//Chg.unC1/ g.un/;g.v/ g.unC1/i
Ckg.unC1/ g.un/k2  0; 8g.v/ 2K;
(3.4)
n 2 T .un/ W knC1 nk M.T .unC1/;T .un//; (3.5)
where  > 0 is a constant and nD 0;1;2; : : : .
In order to study the convergence analysis of Algorithm 1, Noor [23] used the
following definition.
Definition 5 ([23, Definition 2.4]). The bifunction F.:; :/ is said to be:
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(a) partially relaxed strongly g-monotone if there exists a constant ˛ > 0 such
that, for all u1;u2;´ 2 H ; w1 2 T .u1/;w2 2 T .u2/ the following relation
holds
F.w1;g.u2//CF.w2;g.´// ˛kg.´/ g.u1/k2;
(b) g-monotone if
F.w1;g.u2//CF.w2;g.u1// 0;
8u1;u2;´ 2H ; w1 2 T .u1/;w2 2 T .u2/I
(c) g-pseudomonotone if for all u1;u2;´ 2H , w1 2 T .u1/, w2 2 T .u2/,
F.w1;g.u2//Ckg.u2/ g.u1/k2  0
)  F.w2;g.u1//Ckg.u2/ g.u1/k2  0:
The following theorem played an important role in establishing the strong conver-
gence of the iterative sequences generated by Algorithm 1.
Theorem 1 ([23, Theorem 3.1]). Let u 2H be a solution of (3.1) and unC1 be
the approximate solution obtained from Algorithm 1. If F.:; :/ is g-pseudomonotone,
then
.1 /kg.unC1/ g.u/k2  kg.un/ g.u/k2  .1 /kg.unC1/ g.un/k2: (3.6)
By a careful reading of the proof of Theorem 1 (that is, [23, Theorem 3.1]), we
found that there are fatal errors in it. In fact, by assuming u 2 H : g.u/ 2 K and
 2 T .u/ as a solution of the problem (3.1) and taking v D unC1 in (3.1), Noor [23]
deduced the following inequality:
F.;g.unC1//Ckg.unC1/ g.u/k2  0: (3.7)
By (3.7) and with the help of the concept of g-pseudomonotonicity of the bifunction
F presented in part (c) of Definition 5, he obtained the inequality (3.6) in [23] as
follows:
 F.nC1;g.u//Ckg.unC1/ g.u/k2  0: (3.8)
By setting v D u in (3.4), Noor [23] derived the following inequality:
F.nC1;g.u//Chg.unC1/ g.un/;g.u/ g.unC1/i
Ckg.u/ g.unC1/k2  0;
(3.9)
and then relying on (3.8), he deduced the inequality (3.7) in [23] as follows:
hg.unC1/ g.un/;g.u/ g.unC1/i
  F.nC1;g.u// kg.u/ g.unC1/k2
  kg.u/ g.unC1/k2 kg.unC1/ g.u/k2:
(3.10)
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Letting uD g.u/ g.unC1/ and v D g.unC1/ g.un/ and by utilizing the well-
known property of the inner product, he obtained the inequality (3.8) in [23] as fol-
lows:
2hg.unC1/ g.un/;g.u/ g.unC1/i D kg.u/ g.un/k2 kg.unC1/ g.un/k2
 kg.u/ g.unC1/k2: (3.11)
Combining (3.10) and (3.11), Noor [23] deduced the required inequality (3.6). We
now show that under the conditions mentioned in Theorem 1, what yields is not the
inequality (3.6). In fact, taking v D u in (3.4), what we obtain is the inequality
F.nC1;g.u//Chg.unC1/ g.un/;g.u/ g.unC1/i
Ckg.unC1/ g.un/k2  0;
(3.12)
not the inequality (3.9). Furthermore, by virtue of (3.8) and (3.12), we obtain the
inequality
hg.unC1/ g.un/;g.u/ g.unC1/i
  F.nC1;g.u// kg.unC1/ g.un/k2
  kg.u/ g.unC1/k2 kg.unC1/ g.un/k2;
(3.13)
not the inequality (3.10). At long last, by (3.11) and (3.13), what we get is the in-
equality
.1 2/kg.unC1/ g.u/k2  kg.u/ g.un/k2  .1 2/kg.unC1/ g.un/k2;
not the inequality (3.6).
Noor [23] claimed that the sequence generated by Algorithm 1 is strongly conver-
gent to a solution of the problem (3.1).
Theorem 2 ([23, Theorem 3.2]). Let H be a finite dimensional space and let
g WH !H be injective. Let T WH ! C.H / be M -Lipschitz continuous operator.
If   1, then the sequence fung given by Algorithm 1 converges to a solution u of
(3.1).
Now we analyze the proof of Theorem 2 (that is, [23, Theorem 3.2]).
Theorem 1 plays a crucial role in the proof of Theorem 2. But, as we have pointed
out the assertion of Theorem 1 is not true necessarily. Beside this fact, we also found
that, by a careful reading, there are some fatal errors in the proof of Theorem 2.
In the first place, Noor [23] asserted that the inequality (3.6) implies the bounded-
ness of the sequence fg.un/g and then he deduced the boundedness of the sequence
fung under the injectivity assumption of the operator g.
In fact, relying on (3.6), Noor [23] claimed that
kg.unC1/ g.u/k  kg.un/ g.u/k; (3.14)
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that is, the sequence fkg.un/ g.u/kg is nonincreasing. Taking into account of the
facts that the sequence fkg.un/ g.u/g is nonincreasing and the operator g is inject-
ive, he deduced the boundedness of the sequences fg.un/g and fung. However, using
the inequality (3.6), we obtain the inequality
kg.unC1/ g.u/k  1p
1  kg.un/ g.u/k; (3.15)
not the inequality (3.14). It goes without saying that the inequality (3.15) does not
guarantee that the sequence fkg.un/  g.u/g is nonincreasing. Therefore, in light
of the conditions mentioned in Theorem 2, the sequence fg.un/g is not necessarily
bounded and so the sequence fung is not also necessarily bounded.
In the second place, the author claimed that by applying the inequality (3.6), one
can deduce the following inequality:
1X
nD0
.1 /kg.unC1/ g.un/k2  kg.u0/ g.u/k2; (3.16)
which implies that
lim
n!1kg.unC1/ g.un/k D 0: (3.17)
However, by using the inequality (3.6), what one can get is the following inequality:
1X
nD0
.1 /kg.unC1/ g.u/k2
 kg.u0/ g.u/k2C
1X
nD0
kg.unC1/ g.u/k2;
(3.18)
not the inequality (3.16). Obviously, the inequality (3.18) does not imply the relation
(3.17). It is worth mentioning that the boundedness of the sequence fung and the
relation (3.17) are main tools to establish the statement of Theorem 2.
Thirdly, on page 489, at the end of the proof of Theorem 2 (that is, [23, Theorem
3.2]), the author derived the following inequality by using M -Lipschitz continuity
with constant ı of T :
kn k M.T .un/;T .u// ıkun uk:
Unfortunately, there is a fatal error in the above inequality. In fact, in view of the
preceding inequality, the author used the fact that  2 T .u/ before proving it. Even,
without considering this fact, the following example illustrates that for any given
x;y 2H , u 2 T .x/ and v 2 T .y/, the inequality (3.2) need not be hold.
Example 1. Let X be the space of all bounded real sequences, that is,
X D l1 D
n
x D .xn/n2N W xn 2 R; sup
n2N
jxnj<1
o
:
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Then X equipped with the1-norm (or sup-norm) defined by
kxk1 D k.xn/n2Nk1 D sup
n2N
jxnj; 8x D .xn/n2N 2 l1;
is a Banach space, and the set fe1; e2; : : : ; en; : : :g, where for each n 2 N, en D
.0;0; : : : ;1;0; : : : /, 1 at the nth coordinate and all other coordinates are zero, is a
Schauder basis of l1. Let the multivalued mapping T WX ! CB.X/ be defined by
T .x/D
 f.
n
/n2N; en W nD 1;2; : : :g; x ¤ el ;
fengn2N; x D el ;
where  2 Œ 1;0/ is an arbitrary real constant and l 2N is arbitrary but fixed. Take
x¤ el , an arbitrary element belonging toX , yD el and uD .n /n2N. If aD .n /n2N,
then considering the fact that  2 Œ 1;0/, for any k 2N, we have
d.a;ek/D
.
n
/n2N  ek
1 D supi2N
ˇˇˇ
i
  ek;i
ˇˇˇ
D sup
nˇˇˇ
i
ˇˇˇ
;
ˇˇˇ
k
 1
ˇˇˇ
W i 2N; i ¤ k
o
D
ˇˇˇ
k
 1
ˇˇˇ
D 1  
k
;
where
ek;i D ık;i D

1 i D k;
0 otherwise;
and so the fact that  2 Œ 1;0/ implies that
d.a;T .y//D inf
b2T.y/
d.a;b/D inf
n
1  
k
W k 2N
o
D 1:
If aD en, for some n 2N, then for each k 2N, k ¤ n, we have
d.a;ek/D ken  ekk1 D sup
i2N
ˇˇˇ
en;i   ek;i
ˇˇˇ
D 1
and
d.a;en/D ken  enk1 D 0:
Therefore,
d.a;T .y//D inf
b2T.y/
d.a;b/D 0;
consequently,
sup
a2T.x/
d.a;T .y//D 1:
If b D ek , for some k 2N, then for aD .n /n2N, we obtain
d.ek;a/D
ek   .
n
/n2N
1 D 1  k
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and
d.ek; en/D kek   enk1 D sup
i2N
ˇˇˇ
ek;i   en;i
ˇˇˇ
D 1
for each n¤ k. For the case when nD k, we have
d.ek; ek/D kek   ekk1 D 0:
Accordingly,
d.T .x/;b/D inf
a2T.x/
d.a;b/D 0;
and so
sup
b2T.y/
d.T .x/;b/D 0:
Hence,
M.T .x/;T .y//Dmax
n
sup
a2T.x/
d.a;T .y//; sup
b2T.y/
d.T .x/;b/
o
D 1:
Taking into account of the fact that for each k 2N,.
n
/n2N  ek
1 D 1  k > 1;
because  2 Œ 1;0/, it follows that for any v 2 T .y/,
d.u;v/D ku vk1 >M.T .x/;T .y//:
In view of the above mentioned arguments, the statements of Theorems 1 and 2
are not valid in general.
In order to overcome these difficulties, we present the correct versions of the prob-
lems (3.1) and (3.3) and Algorithm 1.
Let F WH H!R be a nonlinear bifunction and let T WK!C.H / be a multival-
ued operator. Replacing the operator g WH !H in the problem (3.1) by a surjective
operator g W K ! K, we consider the problem of finding u 2 K and  2 T .u/ such
that
F.;g.v//Ckg.v/ g.u/k2  0; 8v 2K; (3.19)
where  D 1
2r
, and is called the regularized multivalued nonconvex equilibrium prob-
lem (in short, RMNEP). In the sequel, we denote by RMNEP.T;F;g;K/ the set of
solutions of RMNEP (3.19).
For given u 2 K and  2 T .u/, we consider the following auxiliary regularized
multivalued nonconvex equilibrium problem of finding w 2 K and  2 T .w/ such
that
F.;g.v//Chw u;v wiCkg.v/ g.w/k2  0; 8v 2K; (3.20)
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where  > 0 is a constant. We observe that if w D u, then clearly w is a solution of
RMNEP (3.19). This observation allows us to suggest the following iterative method
for solving RMNEP (3.19).
Algorithm 2. For given u0 2 K and 0 2 T .u0/, compute the iterative sequences
fung and fng by the iterative schemes
F.n;g.v//ChunC1 un;v unC1iC kg.v/ g.unC1/k2  0; 8v 2 K;
(3.21)
n 2 T .un/ W knC1  nk M.T .unC1/;T .un//; (3.22)
where  > 0 is a constant and nD 0;1;2; : : : .
To establish the strong convergence of the sequence generated by Algorithm 2, we
need the following definitions.
Definition 6. A multivalued operator T WH ! C.H / is said to be M -Lipschitz
continuous with constant ı if there exists a constant ı > 0 such that
M.T .u/;T .v// ıku vk; 8u;v 2H ;
where M.:; :/ is the Hausdorff metric on C.H /.
Definition 7. Let T WK! C.H / be a multivalued operator and g WK!K be a
nonlinear operator. For a given positive real constant  , the bifunction F WH H !
R is said to be g-pseudomonotone with respect to T with constant  , iff
F.1;g.u2//Ckg.u2/ g.u1/k2  0
implies that
F.2;g.u1//Ckg.u2/ g.u1/k2  0; 8u1;u2 2K;1 2 T .u1/;2 2 T .u2/:
The next proposition plays a key role in establishing the strong convergence of the
iterative sequences generated by Algorithm 2.
Proposition 1. Let T , F , g and  be the same as in RMNEP (3.19) and let u 2K,
 2 T .u/ be the solution of RMNEP (3.19). Suppose further that fung and fng are
the sequences generated by Algorithm 2. If F is g-pseudomonotone with respect to
T with constant  , then
ku unC1k2  ku unk2 kun unC1k2; 8n 0: (3.23)
Proof. Since u 2K and  2 T .u/ are the solution of RMNEP (3.19), we have
F.;g.v//Ckg.v/ g.u/k2  0; 8v 2K; (3.24)
where the real constant  > 0 is the same as in Algorithm 2.
Taking v D un in (3.24), we obtain
F.;g.un//Ckg.un/ g.u/k2  0: (3.25)
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Thanks to the fact that F is g-pseudomonotone with respect to T with constant  ,
from the inequality (3.25), it follows that
F.n;g.u//Ckg.un/ g.u/k2  0: (3.26)
Letting v D u in (3.21), we get
F.n;g.u//ChunC1 un;u unC1iCkg.u/ g.un/k2  0: (3.27)
By combining (3.26) and (3.27), we conclude that
hunC1 un;u unC1i   F.n;g.u// kg.u/ g.un/k2  0: (3.28)
On the other hand, by assuming x D unC1 un and y D u unC1, and by utilizing
the well known property of the inner product, we obtain
2hunC1 un;u unC1i D ku unk2 ku unC1k2 kunC1 unk2: (3.29)
Making use of (3.28) and (3.29), we derive the required inequality (3.23). 
We now prove the strong convergence of the sequences generated by Algorithm 2
to a solution of RMNEP (3.19).
Theorem 3. Let H be a finite dimensional real Hilbert space and let g WK!K
be a continuous surjective operator. Suppose that the operator T WK!C.H / isM -
Lipschitz continuous with constant ı and the bifunction F WH H!R is continuous
in the first argument. Furthermore, let all the conditions of Proposition 1 hold and
RMNEP.T;F;g;K/¤¿. Then, the iterative sequences fung and fng generated by
Algorithm 2 converge strongly to Ou 2 K and O 2 T . Ou/, respectively, and . Ou; O/ is a
solution of RMNEP (3.19).
Proof. Let u 2 K and  2 T .u/ be the solution of RMNEP (3.19). From the
inequality (3.23) it follows that the sequence fku unkg is nonincreasing and so the
sequence fung is bounded. Moreover, in virtue of the inequality (3.23), we yield
1X
nD0
kun unC1k2  ku u0k2;
which guarantees kun   unC1k ! 0, as n!1. Let Ou be a cluster point of the
sequence fung. With the help of the boundedness of the sequence fung, we deduce
that there exists a subsequence funi g of fung such that uni ! Ou, as i!1. Utilizing
the inequality (3.22) and considering the fact that the operator T is M -Lipschitz
continuous with constant ı, we obtain
kniC1  nik M.T .uniC1/;T .uni // ıkuniC1 unik: (3.30)
The inequality (3.30) implies that kniC1  nik! 0, as i !1. Therefore, fni g is
a Cauchy sequence in H . Hence, ni ! O, as i !1, for some O 2H . By (3.21),
we get, for all v 2K, that
F.ni ;g.v//ChuniC1 uni ;v uniC1iCkg.v/ g.uni /k2  0: (3.31)
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Taking into consideration the facts that F is continuous in the first argument and g is
continuous, by taking the limit in the relation (3.31) as i !1, it follows that
F. O;g.v//Ckg.v/ g. Ou/k2  0; 8v 2K: (3.32)
In the meanwhile, fromM -Lipschitz continuity with constant ı of T , we deduce that
d. O;T . Ou//D inf
n
kO qk W q 2 T . Ou/
o
 kO  nikCd.ni ;T . Ou//
 kO  nikCM.T .uni /;T . Ou//
 kO  nikC ıkuni   Ouk:
We observe that the right-hand side of the above inequality tends to zero as i !
1. Thanks to the fact that T . Ou/ 2 CB.H /, we conclude that O 2 T . Ou/. Then, the
inequality (3.32) implies that Ou 2K and O 2 T . Ou/ are the solution of RMNEP (3.19).
Thus, relying on Proposition 1, we have
kunC1  Ouk  kun  Ouk; 8n 0:
The preceding inequality guarantees that un ! Ou, as n!1. Consequently, the
sequence fung has exactly one cluster point Ou. By (3.22) andM -Lipschitz continuity
with constant ı of T , we conclude that for all n 0,
knC1  nk M.T .unC1/;T .un// ıkunC1 unk: (3.33)
The inequality (3.33) implies that fng is also a Cauchy sequence inH . Considering
the fact that O is a cluster point of the sequence fng, we conclude that n! O, as
n!1, that is, the sequence fng has also exactly one cluster point O. This gives us
the desired result. 
It is well known that to implement the proximal point methods, one has to calculate
the approximate solution implicity, which is in itself a difficult problem. To overcome
this drawback, Noor [23] considered the following auxiliary uniformly regularized
equilibrium problem: For a given u 2H : g.u/ 2K,  2 T .u/, find w 2H : g.w/ 2
K such that
F.;g.v//Chg.w/ g.u/;g.v/ g.w/i
Ckg.v/ g.w/k2  0; 8g.v/ 2K; (3.34)
where  > 0 is a constant.
Noor [23] claimed that if w D u, then clearly w is a solution of the problem (3.1).
Based on this fact, he proposed the following iterative method for solving the problem
(3.1).
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Algorithm 3 ([23, Algorithm 3.2]). For a given u0 2K, compute the approximate
solution unC1 by the iterative scheme
F.n;g.v//Chg.unC1/ g.un/;g.v/ g.unC1/i
Ckg.v/ g.unC1/k2  0; 8g.v/ 2K;
(3.35)
n 2 T .un/ W knC1 nk M.T .unC1/;T .un//; nD 0;1;2; : : : : (3.36)
By an easy checking, we found that unlike the claim of the author in [23], ifwD u
then w is not necessarily a solution of the problem (3.1). In fact, if w D u, then the
auxiliary problem (3.34) reduces to the following regularized multivalued nonconvex
equilibrium problem:
Find u 2H : g.u/ 2K such that
F.;g.v//Ckg.v/ g.u/k2  0; 8v 2H W g.v/ 2K: (3.37)
However, the following example shows that every solution of the problem (3.37)
is not necessary a solution of the problem (3.1).
Example 2. LetH DR andKD Œ˛;ˇ[Œı; be the union of two disjoint intervals
Œ˛;ˇ and Œı; where 0 < ˛ < ˇ < ı <  . Then,K is a uniformly r-prox-regular set
with r D ı ˇ
2
and so we have  D 1
2r
D 1
ı ˇ . Let us define the operators T WH !
C.H / and g WH !H by
T .x/D
n
i .a
mix
i Cxni / W i D 1;2; : : : ; l
o
; g.x/D  ppxq; 8x 2H
and the bifunction F WH H ! R by
F.x;y/D x.y ˇ/ 8x;y 2H ;
where p;q 2Nnf1g and ni ; l 2N are arbitrary but fixed natural numbers, ; > 0,
mi 2 R, ai > 1 and
i <
ˇ 
.ı ˇ/
 
a
mi
q
q
. ˇ

/p
i C q
q
.ˇ

/pni
! ; .where i D 1;2; : : : ; l/
are arbitrary real constants. Take
uD q
s
.
ˇ

/p and  D j
 
a
mj
q
q
. ˇ

/p
j C q
s
.
ˇ

/pnj
!
;
where j 2 f1;2; : : : ; lg is arbitrary but fixed. Meanwhile, let
Dmin
8ˆˆˆˆ
<ˆ
ˆˆˆ: 
1
i
 
a
mi
q
q
. ˇ

/p
i C q
q
.ˇ

/pni
! W i D 1;2; : : : ; l
9>>>>=>>>>; :
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Then, for all v 2H , we have
F.;g.v//Ckg.v/ g.u/k2
D j
 
a
mj
q
q
. ˇ

/p
j C q
s
.
ˇ

/pnj
!
.
p
p
vq  ˇ/C 1
ı ˇ .
p
p
vq  ˇ/2
D . ppvq  ˇ/
"
j
 
a
mj
q
q
. ˇ

/p
j C q
s
.
ˇ

/pnj
!
C 1
ı ˇ .
p
p
vq  ˇ/
#
:
(3.38)
If v 2
h
q
q
. ˛

/p; q
q
.ˇ

/p
i
, then ˛ ˇ   ppvq  ˇ  0 and
j
 
a
mj
q
q
. ˇ

/p
j C q
s
.
ˇ

/pnj
!
C ˛ ˇ
ı ˇ
 j
 
a
mj
q
q
. ˇ

/p
j C q
s
.
ˇ

/pnj
!
C 1
ı ˇ .
p
p
vq  ˇ/
 j
 
a
mj
q
q
. ˇ

/p
j C q
s
.
ˇ

/pnj
!
:
(3.39)
For the case when v 2
h
q
q
. ı

/p; q
q
.

/p
i
, we have  p
p
vq  ˇ 2 Œı ˇ;  ˇ and
j
 
a
mj
q
q
. ˇ

/p
j C q
s
.
ˇ

/pnj
!
C1
 j
 
a
mj
q
q
. ˇ

/p
j C q
s
.
ˇ

/pnj
!
C 1
ı ˇ .
p
p
vq  ˇ/
 j
 
a
mj
q
q
. ˇ

/p
j C q
s
.
ˇ

/pnj
!
C   ˇ
ı ˇ :
(3.40)
By (3.39) and (3.40) and taking into consideration the fact that
i < 0 <     1
i
 
a
mi
q
q
. ˇ

/p
i C q
q
.ˇ

/pni
! ; for each i 2 f1;2; : : : ; lg;
it follows that
.
p
p
vq  ˇ/
"
j
 
a
mj
q
q
. ˇ

/p
j C q
q
.ˇ

/pnj
!
C 1
ı ˇ .
p
p
vq  ˇ/
#
 0;
8v 2
h
q
q
. ˛

/p; q
q
.ˇ

/p
i
[
h
q
q
. ı

/p; q
q
.

/p
i
;
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which leads to
.
p
p
vq  ˇ/
"
j
 
a
mj
q
q
. ˇ

/p
j C q
q
.ˇ

/pnj
!
C 1
ı ˇ .
p
p
vq  ˇ/
#
 0;
8v 2H W  ppvq 2 Œ˛;ˇ[ Œı;: (3.41)
Now, in virtue of (3.38) and (3.41), we deduce that
F.;g.v//Ckg.v/ g.u/k2  0; 8v 2H W g.v/ 2K:
On the other hand, for all v 2H , we have
F.;g.v//Ckg.v/ g.u/k2
D j
 
a
mj
q
q
. ˇ

/p
j C q
s
.
ˇ

/pnj
!
.
p
p
vq  ˇ/C 1
ı ˇ .
p
p
vq  ˇ/2
D . ppvq  ˇ/
"
j
 
a
mj
q
q
. ˇ

/p
j C q
s
.
ˇ

/pnj
!
C 1
ı ˇ .
p
p
vq  ˇ/
#
:
The fact that i <
ˇ 
.ı ˇ/
0@ami q
r
.
ˇ
 /
p
i
C q
q
. ˇ

/pni
1A , for each i 2 f1;2; : : : ; lg, implies
that
j
 
a
mj
q
q
. ˇ

/p
j C q
s
.
ˇ

/pnj
!
C 1
ı ˇ .
p
p
vq  ˇ/ < 0;
8v 2
h
q
s
.
ı

/p; q
r
.


/p
i
:
Since  p
p
vq  ˇ 2 Œı ˇ;  ˇ, for all v 2
h
q
q
. ı

/p; q
q
.

/p
i
, it follows that
.
p
p
vq  ˇ/
"
j
 
a
mj
q
q
. ˇ

/p
j C q
s
.
ˇ

/pnj
!
C 1
ı ˇ .
p
p
vq  ˇ/
#
< 0;
8v 2
h
q
s
.
ı

/p; q
r
.


/p
i
;
that is,
.
p
p
vq  ˇ/
"
j
 
a
mj
q
q
. ˇ

/p
j C q
s
.
ˇ

/pnj
!
C 1
ı ˇ .
p
p
vq  ˇ/
#
< 0;
8v 2H W g.v/ 2 Œı;:
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Hence, the inequality
F.;g.v//Ckg.v/ g.u/k2  0
cannot hold for all v 2 H with g.v/ 2 K. Relying on this fact, we conclude that
every solution of the problem (3.37) is not a solution of the problem (3.1) necessarily.
Accordingly, for given u 2 H : g.u/ 2 K and  2 T .u/, if w D u is a solution of
the auxiliary regularized equilibrium problem (3.34), then w need not be a solution
of the problem (3.1).
Noor [23] claimed that using essentially the technique of Theorem 2, one can
study the convergence analysis of Algorithm 3. For this end, he first asserted that the
following statement holds.
Theorem 4 ([23, Theorem 3.3]). Let the bifunction F.:; :/ be partially relaxed
strongly g-monotone with constant ˛ > 0. If unC1 is the approximate solution ob-
tained from Algorithm 3 and u 2H is a solution of (3.1), then
.1 /kg.u/ g.unC1/k2
 kg.u/ g.un/k2  .1 2˛ /kg.un/ g.unC1/k2:
(3.42)
Now we analyze Algorithm 3 and the proof of Theorem 4 (that is, [23, Theorem
3.3]).
Algorithm 3 is constructed based on the fact that if w D u, where u 2 H with
g.u/ 2 K and  2 T .u/ are given elements satisfying the problem (3.1), then w
is a solution of the problem (3.1). Whereas, it was shown that for given u 2 H :
g.u/ 2 K and  2 T .u/, if w D u then the problem (3.20) does not reduce to the
problem (3.1), that is, w is not a solution of the problem (3.1). Hence, by considering
the problem (3.34) for a given u 2 H with g.u/ 2 K and  2 T .u/, and in light
of the above mentioned arguments, it should be pointed out that unlike the claim in
[23], Algorithm 3 cannot be used for solving the problem (3.1). In order to overcome
these difficulties, we need to replace kg.v/ g.w/k2 and kg.v/ g.unC1/k2 by
kg.v/ g.w/k2 and kg.v/ g.unC1/k2 in (3.34) and (3.35), respectively. In
the meanwhile, in view of the proof of Theorem 4 (that is, Theorem 3.3 in [23]), n
in (3.36) must be replaced by n.
By a careful reading the proof of Theorem 4 (that is, [23, Theorem 3.3]), we dis-
covered that under the assumptions mentioned in Theorem 4, the relation (3.42) does
not hold necessarily. By assuming u 2H with g.u/ 2K and  2 T .u/ as the solution
of the problem (3.1) and taking v D unC1 in (3.1), Noor [23] deduced the inequality
(3.7) (which is the inequality (3.15) in [23]). Taking v D u in (3.35), he obtained the
following inequality:
F.n;g.u//Chg.unC1/ g.un/;g.u/ g.unC1/i
Ckg.u/ g.unC1/k2  0:
(3.43)
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Applying (3.7) and (3.43) and considering the fact that F.:; :/ is partially relaxed
strongly g-monotone with constant ˛, the author derived the inequality (3.16) in [23]
as follows:
hg.unC1/ g.un/;g.u/ g.unC1/i
  F.n;g.u// kg.u/ g.unC1/k2
 

F.n;g.u//CF.;g.unC1//

 kg.u/ g.unC1/k2 kg.un/ g.unC1/k2
  ˛kg.un/ g.unC1/k2 kg.u/ g.unC1/k2
 kg.un/ g.unC1/k2:
(3.44)
In the end, by combining (3.11) and (3.44), he concluded the required result (3.42).
However, unlike the claim in [23], by (3.7) and (3.43) and invoking the definition
of partially relaxed strong g-monotonicity of the bifunction F given in part (a) of
Definition 5, what obtain is the inequality
hg.unC1/ g.un/;g.u/ g.unC1/i
  F.n;g.u// kg.u/ g.unC1/k2
  

F.n;g.u//CF.;g.unC1//

 kg.u/ g.unC1/k2 kg.u/ g.unC1/k2
  ˛kg.un/ g.unC1/k2  .C1/kg.u/ g.unC1/k2;
(3.45)
not the inequality (3.44). In the meantime, by combining (3.11) and (3.45), we get
the inequality
.1 2.C1//kg.u/ g.unC1/k2
 kg.u/ g.un/k2  .1 2˛/kg.unC1/ g.un/k2;
not the inequality (3.42).
Relying on the above mentioned arguments and considering the fact that Theorem
4 plays an important and key role in the study of the convergence analysis of Al-
gorithm 3, by an argument analogous to the previous one, mentioned for the proof
of Theorem 2, we can prove that unlike the claim of the author in [23], using essen-
tially the technique of Theorem 2 (that is, [23, Theorem 3.2], one cannot study the
convergence analysis of Algorithm 3.
In order to overcome these difficulties, we now present the correct versions of the
problem (3.3), Algorithm 3 and Theorem 4.
Let T , F , g and  be the same as in RMNEP (3.19). For given u2K and  2T .u/,
we consider the problem of finding w 2K such that
F.;g.v//Chw u;v wiCkg.v/ g.w/k2  0; 8v 2K; (3.46)
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where  > 0 is a constant. If w D u, then it goes without saying that w is a solution
of RMNEP (3.19). This fact enables us to suggest a predictor-corrector method for
solving RMNEP (3.19) as follows.
Algorithm 4. Let T , F , g and  be the same as in RMNEP (3.19). For given
u0 2K and 0 2 T .u0/, define the iterative sequences fung and fng by the iterative
schemes
F.n;g.v//ChunC1 un;v unC1iCkg.v/ g.unC1/k2  0; 8v 2K;
(3.47)
n 2 T .un/ W knC1 nk M.T .unC1/;T .un//; (3.48)
where  > 0 is a constant and nD 0;1;2; : : : .
In order to establish the strong convergence of the sequences generated by Al-
gorithm 4, we need the following definition.
Definition 8. Let T WK! CB.H / be a multivalued operator and let g WK!K
be a nonlinear operator. The bifunction F WH H ! R is said to be
(a) g-monotone with respect to T if
F.w1;g.u2//CF.w2;g.u1// 0; 8u1;u2 2K;w1 2 T .u1/;w2 2 T .u2/I
(b) r-strongly g-monotone with respect to T if there exists a constant r > 0 such
that, for all u1;u2 2K;w1 2 T .u1/;w2 2 T .u2/, we have
F.w1;g.u2//CF.w2;g.u1//  rkg.u1/ g.u2/k2I
(c) partially & -strongly g-monotone with respect to T if there exists a constant
& > 0 such that, for all u1;u2;´ 2K;w1 2 T .u1/;w2 2 T .u2/, we have
F.w1;g.u2//CF.w2;g.´//  &kg.´/ g.u2/k2I
(d) partially -relaxed g-monotone with respect to T of type (I) if there exists a
constant  > 0 such that, for all u1;u2;´ 2K;w1 2 T .u1/;w2 2 T .u2/, we
have
F.w1;g.u2//CF.w2;g.´// k´ u1k2I
(e) partially .%;$/-mixed relaxed and strongly g-monotone with respect to T
of type (I) if there exist two constants %;$ > 0 such that, for all u1;u2;´ 2
K;w1 2 T .u1/;w2 2 T .u2/, we have
F.w1;g.u2//CF.w2;g.´// %k´ u1k2 $kg.´/ g.u2/k2:
It should be remarked that if ´ D u1, then partially strong g-montonicity with
respect to T and partially mixed relaxed and strong g-monotonicity with respect to
T of type (I) of the bifunction F reduce to strong g-monotonicity with respect to
T , and partially relaxed g-monotonicity with respect to T of type (I) reduces to g-
monotonicity.
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The following result plays a crucial role in the study of the convergence analysis
of Algorithm 4.
Proposition 2. Let T , F , g and  be the same as in RMNEP (3.19) and let u 2K,
 2 T .u/ be the solution of RMNEP (3.19). Moreover, assume that fung and fng
are the sequences generated by Algorithm 4. If the bifunction F is partially .˛;2/-
mixed relaxed and strongly g-monotone with respect to T of type (I), then
ku unC1k2  ku unk2  .1 2˛/kunC1 unk2; 8n 0: (3.49)
Proof. Since u 2 K and  2 T .u/ are the solution of RMNEP (3.19), it follows
that .u;/ satisfies (3.24). Taking v D unC1 in (3.24), we obtain
F.;g.unC1//Ckg.unC1/ g.u/k2  0: (3.50)
Setting v D u in (3.47), we get
F.n;g.u//ChunC1 un;u unC1iCkg.u/ g.unC1/k2  0: (3.51)
By combining (3.50) and (3.51) and considering the fact that the bifunction F is
partially .˛;2/-mixed relaxed and strongly g-monotone with respect to T of type
(I), we deduce that
hunC1 un;u unC1i
  F.n;g.u// kg.u/ g.unC1/k2
  

F.n;g.u//CF.;g.unC1//

 2kg.u/ g.unC1/k2
  ˛kunC1 unk2:
(3.52)
Applying (3.29) and (3.52), we conclude that for all n 0,
ku unk2 ku unC1k2 kunC1 unk2   2˛kunC1 unk2;
whence we obtain
ku unC1k2  ku unk2  .1 2˛/kunC1 unk2;
the required result (3.49). 
The paper is closed by the next assertion that provides us the required conditions
under which the iterative sequences generated by Algorithm 4 converges strongly to
a solution of RMNEP (3.19).
Theorem 5. Let H be a finite dimensional real Hilbert space and let g WK!K
be a continuous surjective mapping. Assume that the bifunction F W H H ! R
is continuous in the first argument and the operator T WK! C.H / is M -Lipschitz
continuous with constant ı. Suppose further that all the conditions of Proposition
2 hold and RMNEP.T;F;g;K/ ¤ ¿. If  2 .0; 1
2˛
/, then the iterative sequences
fung and fng generated by Algorithm 4 converge strongly to Ou 2 K and O 2 T . Ou/,
respectively, and . Ou; O/ is a solution of RMNEP (3.19).
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Proof. Since RMNEP.T;F;g;K/ ¤ ¿, we can take u 2 K and  2 T .u/ as a
solution of RMNEP (3.19). In light of the inequality (3.49), we deduce that the
sequence fkun ukg is nonincreasing and so the sequence fung is bounded. In the
meanwhile, by (3.49), it follows that
1X
nD0
.1 2˛/kunC1 unk2  ku u0k2;
which guarantees kunC1   unk ! 0, as n!1. Let Ou be a cluster point of the
sequence fung. Considering the fact that the sequence fung is bounded, there exists
a subsequence funi g of fung such that uni ! Ou, as i !1. By a similar proof as in
Theorem 1, we conclude that fni g is a Cauchy sequence inH and ni ! O, for some
O 2H , as i!1. Moreover, Ou 2K and O 2 T . Ou/ are the solution of RMNEP (3.19),
and the sequences fung and fng have exactly one cluster point Ou and O, respectively,
and the proof is now complete. 
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